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Stations WLIS WMRD & WMRD 

All programs are 1/2 hour in length. On the date noted they are broadcast at 12:30pm, 
6:30pm on WLIS & WMRD, live streamed and available on demand at WWW.WLISWMRD.NET

March 26, 2021: Don DeCesare's guests on today's "Best of the Valley Shore" program 
discussed the needs and services available with the Red Cross. They spoke about ther ongoing 
need for blood donations, transportation being available for residents and training such as CPR 
and First Aid.

March 19th: Alan Zygmont, with the State of Ct Fire Academy, was Don DeCesare's guest on 
today's "Best of the Valley Shore" program. They spoke about fire saftey in general and the 
value of smoke and CO detectors in the home specifcally.  As usual the best time to change 
batteries in detectors is when you change your clocks to adjust for time zone changes.

March 16, 2021: Suzanne Thompson's guest on the edition of CT Outdoors was Middletown 
resident Tom Christopher an organic gardener. They spoke about the value of organic 
gardening and the health benefits.

March 15, 2021: Best of the Valley Shore program host Don DeCesare spoke with Middletown 
Park and Recreation Director Karen Nocera about the upcoming "Candy Cruise" sponsored in 
part by the City of Middletown. Knowing the pandemic is a factor the P & R department is 
holding a "drive-thru" candy collection. The idea is to have residents drive thru a park and 
collect candy from participating vendors. 

March 11, 2021: "Spotlight on the Arts program host Ginny Wolf spoke with the Director of the 
Hillstead Museum about the venues upcoming open house. The museum is a living active farm 
setting in Farmington and remains close to its origins. The site has livestock, fruit trees and a 
watershed. The site is open to the public for picnics and simply revisting nature during the 
current pandemic.

March 9, 2021: Suzanne Thompson spoke with the author of "Tossing Lines" a publication by 
local resident John Stewart. The title combines the author's interests in writing as well as 
boating (kyacking) on Connecticut's waterways. They spoke about the many beautiful areas of 
nature and the challenges of mankinds polluting of the region.

March 4, 2021: Ginny Wolf the host of 'Spotlight on the Arts" invited RabbiDonna Berman onto 
the program. The show highlighted discussions about upcoming productions to be held in the 
West Hartford Synagogue. "An interesting venue to be sure" was one of the most memorable 
quotes during the program.
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March 1, 2021: Don DeCesare's guest on today's editon of "The Best of the Valley Shore" 
program was Poet Amy Narocki. They spoke about the challenges of writing and they discussed 
the poet's recently published work. Amy read a couple of her poems during the program.


